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A MESSAGE 
from the President
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Everyone has their own definition of a Masterpiece. To some it is the iconic Mona Lisa that hangs in the Louvre in Paris or the statue

of David in Florence. To others, the works of Mozart and Tchaikovsky define a Masterpiece. Hemingway and Twain wrote

masterpieces of literature. There are countless forms of masterpieces throughout art and history. But marching shoes?

Over the past 32 years at DINKLES, we have been creating masterpieces every day. We look at each pair of shoes we ship as a

piece of art for your feet. Sure, they might be just black and white marching shoes to you, but not to us. 

You see, my father taught me about shoe making as his father taught him. He showed me what makes a shoe function, the proper fit,

the elements of construction from the inside out to form a shoe we are proud to call DINKLES. So proud you could hang it on your

wall as a celebration of the craftsmanship and attention to detail that makes a Masterpiece.

In most worlds, the sincerest form of flattery is imitation and I can see elements of DINKLES in all my competitor’s shoes. They may

claim to be the first for innovations in style, comfort or safety, but we were first in launching most every major feature in the industry,

yet we refuse to rest on our laurels by introducing new shoes and production techniques nearly every year. 

We are passionate about our shoes and that passion is packed into every box delivered directly from us to you. It’s this sole

dedication to quality and commitment to excellence that makes a Masterpiece of marching shoes by DINKLES.

For now, I invite you to review our 2018-19 brochure, you will see the quality shoes and gloves that we have provided for the last 

32 years. We hope you’ll make the decision to march in DINKLES and become part of our continued heritage and legacy while you

work on masterpieces of your own.

Yours in marching,

Jeff Savoca

President

The Golden DINKLE Award
Posted to Funky Winkerbean creator and author Tom

Batiuk's Blog, the Medina, Ohio High School Musical

Bees present the Golden Dinkle Award each year to the

band member who hasn’t lost any parts of his or her

band uniform when they’re turned in at the end of 

marching season. Up-Front Footwear has been making

the Harry L. Dinkle band shoes for so long that the name

“Dinkles” is virtually synonymous for band shoes, thus

making a gold “Dinkle” the perfect choice to symbolize

perfect uniform care.

OFFICIAL MARCHING SHOES

The Spirit of
DINKLES®

Beauty is in the eye of the

beholder. And for many of the

students who wear DINKLES®,

beauty is found in their marching

shoes. We’re proud every time the

Spirit of DINKLES® moves our

biggest fans to express

themselves, especially when our

Super Fans stage photos like

these. Be sure to follow us on

Instagram and Facebook and tag

us with #DINKLES every chance

you get. 
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                                                          DINKLES®           
                                                                           Glide®     Drillmaster®

                                                                   $26.95        $35.95

Ortho cup design for a custom fit                            ✓                    

Front/back roll step design for stability                   ✓                    

Supported box toe to keep a new appearance          ✓                      

Full Ni-Lex lining for cool, dry feet                           ✓                    

Lightweight rubber soles for safety                         ✓                    

Vinyl uppers for uniform appearance                      ✓                  ✓

Guaranteed best value                                             ✓

Forepart metatarsal pad for comfort                       ✓                    
(See the construction chart for more details 
on this DINKLES exclusive)

Laboratory tested best traction                               ✓
on wet and dry marching surfaces                                               

                                                          DINKLES®           
                                                                VanguardTM                 MTX
                                                                   $36.95        $39.75

Polyurethane coated cleanable leather                        ✓                      
Guaranteed to never to split or crack
Soft, easy to clean and made for the outdoors

Forepart metatarsal pad for comfort                            ✓                      
(See the construction chart for more details 
on this DINKLES exclusive)

Leather upper                                                                ✓

Laboratory tested best traction                                    ✓
on wet and dry marching surfaces                                 

32-year proven track record                                         ✓                      

Best value in leather                                                      ✓                 
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To read the slip test charts above; the higher the number, the better the test results, meaning the better the materials.  The lower the number, the
lower the test score, the poorer the materials.
According to these tests, DINKLES® had the most traction on both wet and dry surfaces making for the safest, most slip-resistant shoe available.

SHOCK REBOUND

SLIP TEST IN WET CONDITIONS SLIP TEST IN DRY CONDITIONS

Making a claim of being ‘the best’ needs to have a certain degree of facts or science to back-up the claim. That's why only DINKLES® put its
shoes to the test to ensure that they meet the highest standards possible for safety, comfort and durability. As these graphs illustrate, independ-
ent tests conducted by Artech Testing LLC of Chantilly, VA (a major testing facility which performs tests for many manufacturers worldwide)
prove that DINKLES® are basically the best in every area that matters.

Drillmaster is a trademark of Drillmasters

Dinkles® Beats the Competition

Triad HeelTM is designed for 
corps-style marching and 

eliminates heel wobble. 
The natural extension (dorsi-flexion) of a 

human’s ankle is 20.̊ Even at an angle of 60˚, 
the stability of the Triad HeelTM is unmatched. 

It’s a DINKLES® exclusive providing a high 
degree of stability, balance and safety while marching.

3 DINKLES.COM
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  1  RUNNER’S ORTHO CUP. Molds to the shape of the foot
creating a custom fit. Provides extra arch support and
comfort.

  2  HEEL NOTCH. Holds a spat securely in place.

  3  TEXON® INSOLE BOARD. Provides a sturdy foundation
which prevents the shoe from breaking down.

  4  TRIAD HEELTM DESIGN. This heel is designed with two
stabilizing points that allow the heel to roll smoothly with no
wobble.

  5  NI-LEX® TWO-ZONE COMFORT LINING. Two working
layers pull moisture away from the foot keeping it dry 
and comfortable.

  6  FOREPART PAD AND FLEX FEATURE. A foam pad is
embedded in the insole board to provide extra cushion and
flexibility where the stress of marching is greatest, reducing
the shoe’s “break-in” period.   

  7  FOAM INSERT.  Custom insert in each sole for extra 
cushion preventing fatigue and burning in the ball of 
the foot.

  8  ACTIVE RUBBER CUSHION. Gives your foot 
rebound for every step.

  9  RUBBER BLENDED (TPR) SOLE. Provides 
maximum traction, cushion and wear.

10  OFFICIAL SEAL OF HARRY L. DINKLE.  
Assurance of superb, quality construction from the
“World’s Greatest Band Director.” 

11  FLEX BARS. These are made to take shock away 
from the heels and knees.

®

®

®

®

®

DINKLES® Exclusive®

Inside Dinkles®

World’s Greatest 
Marching Shoes



$26.95

#405 – White
#407 – Black

Glide®

DINKLES® exclusive Triad HeelTM

provides unparalleled stability, 
balance and safety. No other shoe
offers this level of stability and 
assuredness when marching. 

F E A T U R E S
• Special Rubber Blended (TPR) Sole for superior traction and long wear 

• Forepart Pad & Flex Zone gives extra flex and cushioning under the ball of the foot 

• Runner's Ortho Cup contours to the foot to soften every step 

• Lightweight Construction 

• Man-made Uppers for long-lasting, great appearance with a low maintenance and no polish finish 

• High-density Foam Insole for comfort 

• Full Arch Support to prevent foot fatigue and injuries • Best Value in Marching Shoes

5 DINKLES.COM DINKLES.COM 6

S I Z I N G

Women’s Medium: 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 12½ • 13 • 13½ • 14 • 15

Women’s Wide Width: 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 12½ • 13 • 13½ • 14 • 15

Men’s and Youth Medium: 3½ • 4 • 4½ • 5 • 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 13 • 14 • 15 • 16

Men’s Wide Width: 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 13 • 14

Combining the highest quality materials and craftsmanship in an affordable

package has made the Glide® the most popular shoe from DINKLES®. 

The Glide® provides comfort and safety in an attractive appearance to 

give any unit the uniform look that will impress the crowd.



S I Z I N G
Women’s Medium: 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 12½ • 13 • 13½ • 14 • 15

Women’s Wide Width: 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 12½ • 13 • 13½ • 14 • 15

Men’s and Youth Medium: 3½ • 4 • 4½ • 5 • 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 13 • 14 • 15 • 16

Men’s Wide Width: 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 13 • 14

VanguardTM

DINKLES® exclusive Triad HeelTM

provides unparalleled stability, 
balance and safety. No other shoe
offers this level of stability and 
assuredness when marching. 

The Chevron design sole provides
unmatched traction and stability
and holds a spat securely.

#705 – White • #707 – Black
#709 – White Upper w/ Black Sole 

$36.95

The original masterpiece of marching. 

The all-leather Vanguard® was the 

game-changer that created the marching

shoe industry and still leads the way over

three decades later. Considered revolutionary

at its launch, the Vanguard® continues to be

the shoe counted upon by more high school

and collegiate marching bands than any

other to bring the crowd to their feet with

masterful performances.

F E A T U R E S
• Full Leather Upper with a microporous finish, allowing feet to breathe. 

• Scuff resistant, breathable, water-resistant and easy-to-clean. 

• Special Rubber Blended (TPR) Sole for superior traction on all surfaces 

• Cotton Vamp Lining for dryness and comfort 

• Runner’s Ortho Cup contours to the foot to cushion every step 

• Forepart Pad & Flex Zone gives extra flex and cushioning under the ball
of the foot 

• Special Shock Resistant Heel and Sole Design 

• Full Arch Support to prevent foot fatigue and injuries

7 DINKLES.COM DINKLES.COM 8



S I Z I N G
Women’s Medium: 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 12½ • 13 • 13½ • 14 • 15

Women’s Wide Width: 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 12½ • 13 • 13½ • 14 • 15

Men’s and Youth Medium: 3½ • 4 • 4½ • 5 • 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 13 • 14 • 15 • 16

Men’s Wide Width: 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 11½ • 12 • 13 • 14 $29.95

#606 – White
#607 – Black

The Chevron 
design sole 
provides 
unmatched 
traction and 
stability and holds
a spat securely.

FormalTM

From the quality of the performance to the appearance

of the performer, a highly polished experience is what

every director seeks. The Formal™ is built to the 

exacting standards of the Vanguard® but with an 

appearance that shines as brightly as the performers

who wear them.

DINKLES® – The official marching
band shoe of the U.S. Army 
All-American Marching Band.

F E A T U R E S
• High Grade Patent Style Upper for a highly polished 

appearance 

• Special Rubber Blended (TPR) Sole for superior 
traction on all surfaces 

• Full Ni-Lex® two zone comfort lining 

• Runner’s Ortho Cup contours to the foot to cushion
every step 

• Forepart Pad & Flex Zone gives extra flex and 
cushioning under the ball of the foot 

• Special Shock Resistant Heel and Sole Design 

• Full Arch Support to prevent foot fatigue and injuries

9 DINKLES.COM DINKLES.COM 10



$33.95

DINKLES® exclusive 
Triad HeelTM provides 
unparalleled stability, 
balance and safety. 
No other shoe offers
this level of stability
and assuredness 
when marching. 

The lace system is designed
to mesh together when the
foot is bent giving the shoe
more flexibility.

Soft blend of rubber
and cushioned EVA
takes the shock out of
every step.

High-density rubber
blended sole layer for
unmatched traction and
long wear.

F E A T U R E S
• Dual Density Rubber Sole – One layer for high wear and great

traction and one layer for shock-resistant comfort 

• Triad HeelTM design for corps-style marching

• Full Terry Cloth and Tricot lining for great comfort and absorption 

• Full 1/4 inch of foam padding in the insole 

• Forepart Pad & Flex Zone gives extra flex and cushioning under
the ball of the foot

• Padded Tongue with Lace Tab to keep the tongue on the top of the
foot where it belongs 

• High-Quality, Man-Made Uppers for long lasting appearance with a
low maintenance and no polish finish

• Full Arch Support to prevent foot fatigue and injuries

#105 – White
#107 – Black

11 DINKLES.COM DINKLES.COM 12

S I Z I N G
Women’s Medium: 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7• 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10• 10½ • 11• 11½ • 12 • 12½ • 13 • 14 • 15

Men’s and Youth Medium: 3½ • 4 • 4½ • 5 • 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 9½ • 10 • 10½ • 11 • 12 • 13 • 14 • 15

For a wider foot, order 1/2 size to a full size larger

EdgeTM

Some art is edgy and pushes the envelope. The Edge™ is the evolutionary next step

in marching shoes that was inspired by athletic performance to become the first

marching sneaker in DINKLES® line-up. When you think of those masters that push

boundaries, think of the Edge™ for your band.



Stacie #2005 – White  

$36.95

HollyTM & StacieTM Flexible Gore material in the shaft allows
the boot to fit just about any calf size.

F E A T U R E S
HollyTM

• Soft and supple easy maintenance upper 

• Slip Resistant Soles and Heels made of Thermal Rubber Soling prevent black scrape marks 

• Heel is proper height and accepts cleats or taps 

• Insole has extra cushion in the heel creating more comfort in your step

StacieTM

• Slip Resistant (TPR) Rubber Soles prevent slips and falls 

• Soft Vinyl Upper easily wipes clean 

• Heel is proper height and accepts cleats or taps 

• Non-Marking Soles prevent ugly black scrape marks 

• Non-pilling inside collar material 

• Extra cushion in heel area for miles of comfortable marching

S I Z I N G ( F O R H O L L Y A N D S T A C I E )
Women sizes only: 5 • 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 10 • 11 • 12

Medium width only – for a wider foot, order a ½ size to a full larger

Holly #1005 – White

$42.95

13 DINKLES.COM DINKLES.COM 14

The Holly™ is the full-length boot that twirlers and dancers choose for their most

important performances whether at halftime of the National Championship or

merely the hometown Fourth of July Parade.

Stacie™ is the shorter, low-cut boot in the DINKLES® line-up for those 

directors and instructors who want a different look for their young band 

front performers, but with the same dedication to quality and 

comfort they’ve come to expect from DINKLES®.



Modest and reliable, the Stinger™ has been 

the leather dance shoe delivering comfort and

style for a generation of front line performers. 

A popular veteran shoe that directors and 

instructors can count on for top quality 

performance, it’s the students that insist on the

Stinger™ to make them the very best performers

they can be.

SpinTM

StingerTM

A masterpiece is the sum of many parts. Today’s color guard routines also come

together as a product of design and technique including spinning, tossing,

dancing and more. The Spin™ is the ideal shoe for color guard and front line

performers to dance, jump, run and march in confidence in pursuit of perfection.

$29.95

#805 – White 
#806 – Nude
#807 – Black

F E A T U R E S
• Combination of Leather and Polyurethane Upper. 

• Full rubber sole for traction, flexibility and wear.  Sewn on forepart and heel
area so the sole will never come off and allows for increased flexibility. 

• Full tricot lined. Soft, non-pilling and keeps feet dry 

• The insole is 3/8 inch thick, soft EVA covered with Knitfit lining. 

• Water resistant so it can be used on damp surfaces. 

• Indoor or outdoor use.

F E A T U R E S
• Full Leather Upper with a microporous finish that allows

feet to breathe and provides protection against scuffs,
stains and water. 

• Special Rubber Blended (TPR) Sole for superior 
traction on all surfaces 

• Suede Heel Keeper 

• Full Dri-Lex® Two Zone Comfort Lining 

• Designed specifically for the contour of a woman’s foot 

• Flexible for easy maneuvering

S I Z I N G ( F O R S P I N A N D S T I N G E R )
Women sizes only: 5 • 5½ • 6 • 6½ • 7 • 7½ • 8 • 8½ • 9 • 10 • 11 • 12

Medium width only – for a wider foot, order a ½ size to a full larger
$29.95   #207 – Black  

15 DINKLES.COM DINKLES.COM 16



A master never rests and the Accent™ is an example of DINKLES®

never resting on their laurels, but relentlessly pursuing the very best.

The result is the recent release of the Accent™, the 

dance shoe for contemporary color guards and dance

teams with a split sole and flexible upper. Leading 

directors, instructors and choreographers have 

demanded a shoe with flexibility and agility

built for today’s high impact, athletic

dance routines. The Accent™ is the

answer.

AccentTM

U.S. Army 
All-American
Marching Band

S I Z I N G

Women sizes from 5 • 5 ½ • 6 • 6 ½ • 7 • 7 ½ • 8 • 8 ½ • 9 • 9 ½ • 10 • 11 • 12 • 13 • 14 

Medium width only.

For a male size order 2 sizes down.  This means a Female size 14 is the same as a

male size 12. 

F E A T U R E S
• Genuine Suede Leather. 

• Suede not only looks great but will clean easily with a soft brush
keeping a like new appearance.

• The flexible forepart is a woven mesh. It is backed for strength
yet has a high amount of flexibility. 

• The sole pads are made of Polyurethane. This is
considered one of the most durable foot beds

used today. 

• Full molded insole for comfort and support. 

• Unique lacing system to prevent laces
from loosening while performing.

$39.95  Style #3007    

17 DINKLES.COM DINKLES.COM 18
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2 Gloves
From fingers to toes, DINKLES® provides all of the 

essentials for any marching band and drum corps 

including the widest section of gloves on the planet.

Choose the color, size and style for each section 

of the band and cover all of your bases with the 

convenience of one order through DINKLES® for 

your shoes and gloves. Hands down, DINKLES®

gloves are the best on the planet.

1. Nylon Gloves

100% nylon • Military style ribbed backs • Washable. Available 
in white and black. SIZE: One size fits all (OSFA)   

GLP50 – White  $2.15/pr • GLP55 – Black $2.15/pr

2. Cotton Gloves

Quality cotton • Ribbed backs • Washable • Reinforced stitching.
SIZES: S, M, L, XL  

GLP10 – White  $1.80/pr • GLP80 – Black $1.80/pr

3. Hook-N-Loop Closure Sure Grip

All cotton with rubberized non-slip dots on the palms for extra grip 
• Washable • Reinforced areas on the palms for heavier use with
poles and rifles. SIZES: S, M, L, XL   

GLP100 – White  $3.10/pr  • GLP200 – Black  $3.10/pr

4. Sure Grip Gloves

Cotton with rubberized, non-slip dots on the palms give extra grip
for rifles, flags or instruments. SIZES: S, M, L, XL   

GLP30 – White  $2.25/pr • GLP40 – Black  $2.25/pr

5. Sure Grip Long Wristed

All cotton with rubberized non-slip dots on the palms for extra grip
on rifles, flags and instruments • Washable • Extra-long to keep
wrist covered • Military style ribbed backs. SIZES: S, M, L, XL   

GLP25 – White  $2.45/pr  • GLP95 – Black  $2.55/pr

6. Nylon Long Wristed Gloves

100% Nylon, Military ribbed back, Extra length to keep wrists 
covered. One size fits all (OSFA)

GLP450 – White  $2.55/pr  •  GLP455 – Black  $2.55/pr

7. Long-Wristed Gloves

All cotton • Extra long to keep your wrist covered in all positions 
• Military style ribbed backs • Washable. SIZES: S, M, L, XL    

GLP20 – White  $1.95/pr  •  GLP90 – Black  $1.95/pr

DINKLES.COM 20
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Please provide the information requested on this form and forward to your local DINKLES®

representative. We recommend that prior to submitting, you contact your representative to

confirm accepted payment methods and shipping terms. If you do not currently have a 

representative, please call DINKLES at 1-888-DINKLES. 

DINKLES Official Marching Footwear is shipped SAME DAY from the DINKLES Distribution

Center in Mount Joy, Pennsylvania.

SOLD TO: SHIP TO:

Name

Address

City State Zip

                             SIZE               SIZE                                                                                                                                                                       
   QTY.             MEN’S         WOMEN’S      STYLE NO.                               NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF SHOE                                    PRICE EACH             TOTAL PRICE

GRAND TOTAL

TERMS AND ORDERING INFORMATION

Official Board of Education Purchase Order - Net 30 Days. 
Official School Purchase Order - Net 30 Days.

ORDERS MUST be accompanied by an official purchase
order and signed by an authorized official.

All other orders must be accompanied by a school,
Booster Club or cashier’s check for the full amount of the
purchase and shipping and handling charges.  ANY
QUESTIONS ON FURTHER PAYMENT OPTIONS,
PLEASE CALL.  We are sorry we cannot accept personal
checks.

Returns will be accepted up to 30 days after the purchase
date.  After 30 days, proper authorization is required on all
returns.

If a roster of the membership is provided, shoes will be
shipped with name on box.

O R D E R  F O R M

FREIGHT

Name

Address

City State Zip

Authorized Signature Telephone (       )

EASY CREDIT CARD PAYMENT
If you would like to pay by credit card please provide the following information.

Full name on Card ________________________________________________________________

Billing address of card holder ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Phone number of card holder ______________________________________________________

We accept    ■■ VISA   ■■ Mastercard   ■■ Discover

Card Number ____________________________________________________________________

Expiration date__________________________ 3-Digit code on reverse side of card ________

Authorized Signature ______________________________________________________________

  Mail  Up-Front Footwear, Inc.
P.O. Box 126
33 N. Market St.
Mt. Joy, PA 17552

Phone (717)492-1875
1-888-DINKLES 
(1-888-346-5537)

   Fax  (717)492-1866

SAME DAY SHIPPING!

Ruler

DINKLES is once again 
offering a shoe measure made just for 
DINKLES shoes with a compact design that stores easily in a desk drawer.

$12.00

8. Half-Finger Glove

Nylon glove for musicians who need extra finger movement 
• Reinforced at all openings to eliminate fraying • Washable. 
SIZE: One size fits all (OSFA)                               

GLP70 – White  $2.60/pr  • GLP75 – Black  $2.60/pr

9. Half-Finger Long Wristed Glove

All nylon glove for musicians who need extra finger movement
now available with a longer wrist. • Reinforced sewing at 
all points for strength and to prevent fraying. • Washable, 
available in white and black. SIZE: One size fits all (OSFA) 

GLP570 – White  $2.80/pr  • GLP575 – Black  $2.80/pr

10. PINK Long-Wristed Gloves

All cotton • Extra long to keep your wrist covered in all posi-
tions • Military style ribbed backs • Washable. 
SIZES: S, M, L, XL    GLP300 – Pink  $2.00/pr  

Support Breast Cancer Awareness Month by marching in 
October with these striking Pink Gloves. 

10

Gloves
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Call Toll-Free 1-888-DINKLES
(1-888-346-5537) or visit our website at dinkles.com

UP-FRONT FOOTWEAR, Inc.
P.O. Box 126
33 N. Market St.
Mt. Joy, PA 17552

Phone: 717-492-1875 
Fax: 717-492-1866

Comfort, safety and performance 
in materially superior shoes.
Only from DINKLES®
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